By Cheryl Brown

Mystery Photos Surface After Two Years

One photo wasn’t enough, so thirty more surfaced after an expert witness shouted down the first O.J. Simpson photo telling a flat. The photo showed Simpson in Bruno Magli shoes that he had previously called “tacky” and denied he ever wore. After two years of searching for the first photo, it was unveiled, and last weekend a thrity of at least 30 photos with Wilson’s with Simpson wearing the Bruno Magli’s, would it make a difference? And two of them asked Gelblum. Groden’s focus was on the photos he had examined and he reportedly said, no. However he conceded after intense gushing from Gelblum that it may make him change his mind.

Earlier, out of the presence of the jury, Judge Fujisaki dismissed the plaintiff’s photo expert, David Lithcomb who had been on television all weekend hyping the 30 newly discovered photos. These mysterious photos appeared and were not authenticated.

The defense argued that the photographs have no validity. The person who took the photos didn’t testify. The plaintiffs contended that the witness could be available in 24 hours. The defense who was caught by surprise, asked the judge for a hearing. He (Judge Fujisaki) granted, “file it.” Defense attorneys said it’s a total sham. And, the judge, “that’s usually what an impeachment is.”

Testimony was also entered that the camera of Rolf Bakke, a former LAPD officer who has since moved to the Bay area, was used in the record. He testified Mark Furhman pointed out the cap and glove before daylights.

In contrast, LAPD officer Richard Aspect he didn’t recall certain key facts, but he was the first officer to say all six of the infamous blood stained photo written by Mark Furhman on the forehead.

On Wednesday reporters were left puzzled about the gloves found by Farrman Defense Attorney Robert Baker showed the gloves was not consistent with the crime scene gloves.

Further testimony was not allowed on Nicole’s alleged drug use by Judge Fujisaki.

Kevin Thomas contributed to this story.

San Bernardino Westside Steppers Need Our Help

The San Bernardino Westside Steppers Drill Team and Drum Squad have been chosen to participate in the Preliminary Inauguration Parade of the nation’s 43rd President William Clinton.

“The city has released a good amount of money so we must have to raise the balance of $5,000,” said Glenda Burnett, Senior Recreation Supervisor.

The San Bernardino Westside Steppers Drill Team and Drum Squad have been chosen to participate in the Preliminary Inauguration Parade of the nation’s 43rd President William Clinton.

The San Bernardino Westside Steppers Drill Team and Drum Squad serves as a beacon for at-risk youth and young adults 4 to 25 years of age that gives its members an opportunity to see service for Deputies Haugen and Lehmann.

Services for Deputy Haugen will be held at Harvest Christian Church, 6151 Adeline Avenue, Riverside on January 10, 1997 at 10:00 a.m. Viewing of the body will be held at Miller Jones Mortuary, 1501 W. Florida (cross street Lyon), Rancho Cucamonga, CA on January 9th from 3:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.

Carroll to Speak at Cultural Society Luncheon

Ninth Annual spectacular luncheon in celebration of the Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. National Holiday on Sunday, January 19th at the Rancho Verde Country Club, Country Club Drive, Rancho Cucamonga. A special luncheon will be at 1:00 p.m. for keynote speaker Larry Carroll and the program will begin at 2:00 p.m.

For the past eight years the Rialto freedom and cultural society (RFCS) has sponsored a special luncheon and an outstanding program to honor Martin Luther King, Jr.

RFCS theme this year is in line with the national theme “Make Real the Dream: Frame the Vision for the Twenty-first Century.”
Editorial
A Step In The Right Direction
By Brown
Black Voice News

The promotion of Jim Cannon to the position of Lieutenant in the Riverside Police Department is in the right direction. However it cannot and must not be the final step. While we view this gesture as positive, it is in no way a substitute for the genuine and genuine intention of the decision maker in the department as well as the decision makers of the city. For you see, Cannon is only the second African American in the history of the police department to hold the position of Lieutenant. It has taken 130 years for this to happen, which is shameful and totally disregards the African American taxpayers in this city. Blacks have always contributed to the Police Department as taxpayers. We have helped pay the salaries of police officers who did not like us, who beat us, who call us names, who develop biased tests to keep us out of employment opportunities and continued to use discriminatory criterion to deny us promotions. One of the major complaints we’ve heard from all officers regardless of race or sex is that the criteria should be standardized and not changed at the whim of the chief or decision makers. That’s why I say this promotion is a small step in the journey to full equal employment opportunity for a tax paying people that will continue to do what they do if taken touits our next step.

Why shouldn’t a vote of “no confidence” to make this happen? Why should it take other police officers bring about complaints against management to make this happen? Why should it take African Americans like Devonne Armstrong, Bill Howe, Jerry Looper, and other community leaders protests to make this happen? This should not be since each chief and each elected official takes an oath of office and swears before God to represent everyone fairly within their jurisdiction. Even Newt Gingrich recognizes this reality, or at least he stated so in his second acceptance speech on Tuesday.

Try to imagine if you will that you take the time to meet with other Blacks and minority officers within your department you will discover other qualified candidates. Why was not Devonne Williams, Michael Williams out of town when his five year had expired? Why was not one local Black leaders have upper priority? Why was not a widely covered public hearing held on the record of the chief and, in effect, the entire Los Angeles Police Department.

Specifically cast at the academically respected Martin Luther King Elementary School in South Central Los Angeles, who spend a life: Her name is Stanitals Banks and she is five years old. She is on Track "A" because the school believes that is in operation at her school. She is the great granddaughter in Moreno Valley. This young lady carried out on the immediate need of emergency. It is a wonderful if a five-year-old child can remember the technical instruction required when you will.

"Education fits us for the work and at least do to it by the time in which we live." Book T. Washington

Giving and Enjoying
By Brian K. Price, President
Black Voice News

It’s safe to say that little more than a year ago few of us appreciated the University of Southern California students Oseloa McCarty’s first "Community Hero Award" in 1996. Both of them deserve our gratitude given the context of all the commercialism of the holidays, that kindness, love and compassion are the most precious and that both are among the most uncommon in the degree to which they separate us from our fellow man. That the spirit to the allegiance of the community underscores a community of Black "brothers" and our sisters’

But in that Black American should see something more in their exemplary behavior - especially because of the wealth of it follows the greatest and desired practiced to the charitable activities of the well-known African Americans like Opal Winfrey and Bill and kids at the 1980s and 1990s have received a stereotype that African Americans (and other groups of color) will violence impulse or devote less of their time to the communal good among African Americans. That tradition stretches back to the formation of the largest African American social, fraternal organization, the oldest Black church, the oldest Black organizations within Northern communities.

"Chief Williams is widely respected and has the support of this, as well as the total Los Angeles community." Crenshaw

Black Community Leaders Put Heat on Riorda
By Dennis Scatman
Special to Black Voice News

Knowing that Los Angeles is a Richard Riordan beholds to the Police Protective League and was turned down by Willie Williams out of town when his five year had expired, which led to the next Black leaders have upper priority. Why was not a widely covered public hearing held on the record of the chief and, in effect, the entire Los Angeles Police Department.

An Example of the Learning Process
By Meg Ann Cancer, San Antonio Weekly Circulation/Distribution

We reserve the right to edit or rewrite all stories (CVPS). We have over 35,000 readers per week.
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In school 2000 years ago, Greek and Roman el|ish youth were taught history, literature, philosophy, fine arts, classical Greek and Latin languages, mathematics, and reasoning. Oral and written expressions contained logical ideas, values, and opinions were integrated into a logical and consistent presentation of thought called Discourse. Its purpose was to express, inform, to persuade, or to entertain by creating a form or by inspiring listening. When done in a moving and effective and eloquent way, it was considered as Rhetoric. When delivered to an audience on a formal occasion by an Orator it was considered an Oration.

Spouting out of discourse were arguments, debates, and discussions. At this time, this
discussion meant to "shove apart" and debate, a "beating of banks," as if two birds were fencing. The purpose of Argument was not to determine the truth, but to beat down or your opponent. A softening in these ancient words came with the arrival of the Greek tyrants and Romans engaging in talk less potent in world affairs. After that, Discussion referred to events, or Problems, or Dealing with taking sides, and Argument, to the discussion of any clear-like-silver-shiny — by means of speech.

Rhetoric was cultivated as an important art and science in antiquity. Similarly, it was an essential in medieval university education, involving the arts of memory, arrangements, oratory or assessing the argument for
or against. Fallacies are everywhere in
logicians call any departure from the practices of some ancient
rhetoric and expressed themselves in a wide variety of ways:
- The fallacy of affirming the consequent or affirming the antecedent.
- The fallacy of denying the antecedent or denying the consequent.
- The fallacy of affirming both premises or denying both premises.
- The fallacy of affirming both premises or denying both premises.
- The fallacy of denying both premises.

These fallacies are often used in political arguments and are examples of logical fallacies. When used in political arguments, they can be very persuasive and misleading. For example, if someone argues that "because X happened when Y happened, Y caused X," they are committing the fallacy of affirming the consequent. If someone argues that "if X happened, Y would not have happened," they are committing the fallacy of denying the antecedent. Understanding these fallacies is essential for success.

NOTE: Please address comments to: 399 E. Highland Avenue, Suite 501, Bellingham, WA 98224
Power Moves for People of Color

N etworking Outside of Work
By Tracy L. Minot
Black Voice News

Expand your network even further by becoming active in professional organizations related to your community. This will help you develop your professional skills. Professional organizations provide access to new trends, career opportunities, and a variety of high-level contacts.

The Black Voice News
909-682-6070

Phil ad elph ia , Dallas and Detroit, Baltimore, Houston, Washington, D.C., Atlanta. Th e 10 largest cities with revenues of $5.5 billion. N ew York is second,

Rational Reasons For African-Americans, generating revenues of 1992, there were 620,912 African-Americans, generating revenues of $32.2 billion. The majority of these companies, 61 percent of which are businesses owned by African-Americans, are New York, Los Angeles, Chicago, Houston, Washington, D.C., Detroit, Dallas, Philadelphia, and Atlanta.

The Black Voice News
909-682-6070

You've Already Have More Business Than You Can Handle.
Call Today
The Black Voice News
909-682-6070

LOSE 20 POUNDS IN TWO WEEKS!
Famous U.S. Women's Alpine Ski Team Diet

During the coming season of our U.S. Women's Alpine Ski Team members, the U.S. Ski Team diet is designed to lose 20 pounds in two weeks. Their diet - 20 pounds in 14 days! The benefits of the diet is the chemical food attack was served by the tummy Colorado private medical for the U.S. Women. Normal energy is maintained very important while reducing the fat. If you "try it", you must be very careful and it is a way to follow whether you want, travel or stay at home. (Note: men must not use this diet.)

Here's the way to follow the diet.

New AT&T Service Simplifies International Calls

NEW YORK -- AT&T announced the first calling feature that lets people know the time in the country that they're calling - even before the call goes through. For the first time, customers can make international calls with the certainty that they are calling the right place at the right time.

The new service, called Time in Country (TIC), was patented AT&T Laboratories technology to relay valuable information during the time a call is being connected to virtually anywhere in the world. TIC is a free service, available now by request to AT&T customers, and consumers can choose from among 51 languages and dialects.

"AT&T customers no longer need to worry that they may be calling in the middle of the night or in the middle of dinner when the call is completed, the caller has the option to let the call through or try again at a more appropriate time," said Helen McGrath, AT&T product development director for the Time in Country service. Here's how the service works:

When a caller places an international call, an AT&T voice recording will give the name of the country and the
time in that particular country during the initial connection.

After the recording, the international call will go through as normal.
The results of a recent consumer survey of international callers, sponsored by AT&T, confirm that there is a great deal of confusion about time zones and time shifts. This confusion is exacerbated by the shift from Daylight Savings Time to Standard Time. Some findings of the survey include:

• Approximately 27 percent of people are certain about the time in the country they're calling.

• Sixty percent of respondents don't know if the country they call observes Daylight Savings Time.

TIC is the latest feature available to all AT&T's International Redial customers, which is free to any customer who requests it. With the TIC service, AT&T customers can simply let the network redirect their call for them when they encounter a busy signal, no answer, or unavailable circuits.

Caucasian and Pacific Islanders.

The Blacks Voice News
909-682-6070
Ray R. Gonzalez, a 20-year veteran with Southern California Edison, has been appointed the eleventh utility's region manager for the City of San Bernardino and San Bernardino County, it was recently announced.

Mr. Gonzalez will be responsible for governmental and community affairs. In addition, Mr. Gonzalez will have the responsibility for assuring that Edison personnel are responsive to customer needs.

Mr. Gonzalez has held several management positions during his Edison career. Prior to this new assignment, he served as region manager for the Cities of Fontana, Rialto, Redlands, Loma Linda, Highland, Yucaipa, Calimesa, Beaumont, Banning and surrounding unincorporated communities.

Mr. Gonzalez is active in civic and community affairs and is involved with legislative, business retention and economic development activities throughout the Inland Empire. He has served on various boards and commissions, was past president of chambers of commerce and chaired various legislative and economic development committees.

Currently, Mr. Gonzalez serves on San Bernardino County's Economic and Community Development Commission, serves as Chairman of the Highland Chamber of Commerce Economic and Legislative Affairs Committee, is a member of the City of Yucaipa's Economic Development Advisory Commission and serves on the Redlands Chamber of Commerce Government Review Committee.

In addition, Mr. Gonzalez actively participates and is a member of the following organizations: Greater Kiwanis Club of San Bernardino, Latino Business Association, League of Women Voters, Inland Action, Inc., Thursday Morning Group and chambers of commerce throughout the Inland Empire.

Mr. Gonzalez received his education locally, attending Pacific High School, San Bernardino Valley College, Crafton Hills College and the University of Redlands.

A native of San Bernardino County, Mr. Gonzalez, his wife and daughters reside in San Bernardino.

Southern California Edison is one of five Edison International companies. It is the nation's second largest electric utility, serving more than 11 million people in a 50,000-square-mile area. The other related companies are Edison Mission Energy, Edison Capital, Edison Source, and Edison EV (Electric Vehicles).
Divisiveness of Kwanzaa is Far Removed
From Christmas Spirit, Says Black Group

The African-American group Project 21 is condemning the African-American holiday Kwanzaa -- the seven day celebration begins on December 26 -- as a racially divisive, pro-violence, and devotion of all African people flag.

"The Kwanzaa Information Center adds that without the shedding of blood this race ... " The Kwanzaa Information Center states that Kwanzaa is an African-American holiday there can be no redemption of the flag "is a symbol of the African-American holiday there can be no redemption of the flag from American. " In addition, "it has become the symbol of devotion for African people in America to establish an independent African nation on the North American Continent." The official pledge of the Kwanzaa flag reads as follows: "We pledge allegiance to the red, black, and green, our flag, the symbol of our eternal struggle, and to the land we must obtain; one nation of Black people, with one God of all, totally united in the struggle, for Black love, Black freedom, and Black self-determination." Project 21 member James Coleman, a former multi-year celebrant of Kwanzaa and a former Black Panther, says, "Kwanzaa is as flawed as the Million Man March. We, the seven principles of Kwanzaa that stress the rebuilding of Black communities sound good, but the holiday is exclusive to Black people just as the march was. If David Duke called for a Million White Man March, an Aryan holiday, no one would believe him if he said his only intention is to get White people to adopt good family values. It would be seen as divisive and hateful. By only stressing the unity of Black people, Kwanzaa separates Black people from the rest of Americans. "Americans must unite on whatever principles ensure we live in a safe, prosperous, God-loving country, with the race and ethnicity of any American seeking to abide by those principles being of no consequence." According to the Kwanzaa Information Center, Kwanzaa was initiated by Dr. Maulana Ron Karenga in America in 1966 to reveal and disseminate to individuals their cultural heritage. For a copy of the Kwanzaa Information Center's materials on the holiday's meaning contact Arthur Silva at 20254-1286 or proj21@aol.com.

From Strategies and Activities of the Conservative Movement in Washington, Scoop is published by The National Center for Public Policy Research to provide information about the activities of the conservative movement.
Are Earthquakes A Sign From God?

If you are a Christian you should not fear of earthquake. 2nd Timothy 1:7 says, "God has not given us the spirit of fear, but of power, and of love, and of a sound mind." Paul in Ephesians 3:12 says, "For He shall give His angels charge over you, to keep you in all your ways." God protects His children. We are set apart from the world. God will safe guard us if we believe. We need to confess our faith in the Word of God and not confound our fears. We are to live in faith and rest in the faithfulness promises of our Heavenly Father.

If you have a question that you would like answered, write: Dr. Leonard L. Woods, 1352 N. Medical Dr. S.B. pas tor, Medical Church Ministries, San Bernardino, CA 92407-9778, San Bernardino, CA 92407-9778.

Are Earthquakes A Sign From God?

Theological Center Seeks Donations

By James H. Costen

Theological Center Seeks Donations

The Apostle Paul was the first to give an account of using direct mail to give. Paul knew to use direct mail to give. "God loves people who follow a call heard long ago. They and others are exciting, striving seminarians - to give His angels charge over you, to keep you safe. Paul proposed to do ministry in many other places. Paul passing along the message of the kingdom against the kingdoms of this world. There shall be earthquakes in this world. If you have a question that you would like answered, write: Rev. Alvin B. Hill, Pastor, ITC as we strive to merit your generous foundation.

A new president - Dr. Robert E. Allen, pastor of Peace of God church, Grand Terrace will be the Greater New Hope Baptist Church. The San Bernardino Region COGIC, Winter Fellowship Service will be held at the Lily Church, Grand Terrace on Jan. 12th. 7:30 p.m. 

The San Bernardino Region COGIC, Winter Fellowship Service will be held at the Lily Church, Grand Terrace on Jan. 12th.

Wednesday Fellowship Service

The San Bernardino Region COGIC, Winter Fellowship Service will be held at the Lily Church, Grand Terrace on Jan. 12th. 7:30 p.m.
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Freeway Discount ....-752
Factor Rebate ....-500
Your Cost .............. $12,118
7.9%
48 MOS.

97 Mercury Mystique GS
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Freeway Discount ....-1852
Factory Rebate ....-750
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97 Mercury Sable GS
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Factory Rebate ....-500
Your Cost .............. $18,935
7.9%
48 MOS.

97 Mercury Cougar XR-7
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Freeway Discount ....-2196
Factory Rebate ....-500
Your Cost .............. $15,849
7.9%
48 MOS.

96 Grand Marquis GS
MSRP ................ $21,915
Freeway Discount ....-1772
Factory Rebate ....-1000
Your Cost .............. $19,143
3.9%
24 MOS.

97 Mercury Villager GS
MSRP ................ $23,550
Freeway Discount ....-2068
Factory Rebate ....-1000
Your Cost .............. $20,482
7.9%
48 MOS.

97 Mercury Mountaineer
MSRP ................ $27,999
Freeway Discount ....-2368
Your Cost .............. $25,627

97 Linc Towncar Executive
MSRP ................ $38,940
Freeway Discount ....-4000
Factory Rebate ....-1500
Your Cost .............. $33,440
5.9%
48 MOS.
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$10,999
VIN #142695
'92 FORD ESCORT

$12,999
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$13,999
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'95 FORD MUSTANG

$18,999
VIN #31307
'96 FORD TOWNCAR

1600 CAMINO REAL
SAN BERNARDINO
909/889-3514
1-800-237-8115

2.9% 60mo. through Ford Motor Credit Co. approved credit. All vehicles subject to prior sale. Please see dealer for details. 

See All New Test Drive One!
Buckeyes squeeze victory out Sun Devils in Rose Bowl

Germaine, Ohio State's backup quarterback, out guns Arizona State's Plummer at end in a 20-17 last second victory.

By LELAND STEIN III BVN Sports Editor

PASADENA, Jan. 1 - Excellent weather, a little mist, not too hot, not too cold, just right. Well, matter of factly, any New Year's day at the Rose Bowl is a good day for some college football.

At the 63rd Rose Bowl Game before 100,645, the game known as the 'Granddaddy of Them All,' pitted two teams that hadn't conceded losses in quite a while. Ohio State hadn't played in the big game since 1985 - a 22-17 victory over Michigan. But, if not for a loss to Michigan in their last regular season game, Ohio State would have brought a No. 2 ranking and 11-0 record to the dance, to match Arizona State's 11-0 perfect effort.

No matter the one Ohio State blemish, because the Rose Bowl still had the No. 2 (ASU) and No. 4 (OSU) teams in the country. And maybe the long wait for both teams in returning to the roses, made each hungry.

A well played first half saw two extremely well prepared and coached teams play football the way it was meant to be played. Great defense, play calling, pass coverage, and blocking - no matter the halftime score was locked at only 7-7. But, as the final clock expired in the fourth quarter, and the score read 20-17 in favor of Ohio State, everyone involved had witnessed an excellent contest between two teams that understand the meaning of never say die.

"It doesn't get any better than this... it feels great," said Ohio State Coach John Cooper. "I've been in the game a long time and I'm especially happy for our seniors. I also think we didn't get as much respect as we should have because we lost that last game to Michigan. But, we've beaten a lot of very good teams this year and I'm glad the guys were able to show they could really do it in a big game like this.

The Sun Devils, who had been living on the edge all season, produce one valiant comeback after another, in a season full of thrills, appeared to have accomplished the impossible last time, and with it a national title.

The Ohio State Buckeyes that have been on the short end of last second comebacks over the past few years, finally experienced a reversal of fortune. Led by an Arizona State reject, Joe Germaine, who hails from Mesa, Arizona, the sophomore quarterback led his Buckeye teammates on a last second, manuevered drive that earned Ohio State the victory.

Even Ohio State's last second drive that started with 1:40 left in the game and ended with just 19 seconds left, couldn't dim the positive season the Sun Devils have experienced.

"I'm really proud of this team... they are the best team I've ever coached or even been around," said Arizona State coach Bruce Snyder as he absorbed the emotional ups and downs of the moment. "I thanked this team for their work ethic... and giving me everything they have today and throughout the entire year.

And surely Arizona State didn't go out without a fight. In fact, after quarterback Jake "The Snake" Plummer had led the Sun Devils on a 58-yard, 10-play drive, that was punctuated by a 13-yard touchdown run through a Buckeyes defense that had held Arizona to 75 total rushing yards, and at the same time left the game clock showing only 1:40 left to play, many thought Arizona had earned a victory. The touchdown scramble was signature Plummer, who has turned negative situations into positive yards all season.

I was excited for a few minutes, but I didn't get rapped up in it," said Plummer about his touchdown scramble. "I knew they had a great defense and have been able to make big plays all year, but I'm happy to get it in the end zone.

"I wasn't much that needed to be said," Germaine said.

"It didn't matter if I was starting or not," Germaine said.

"Basically the whole team was pretty calm going into the huddle... we knew we were going to do it. There wasn't much that needed to be said."

Added Ohio State All-American tackle Orlando Pace: "Basically the whole team was pretty calm going into the huddle for that last drive. You could look in everyone's eyes and see that we wanted it and went ready to put it maximum effort." Suredly Ohio State earned the victory behind some great play from freshman middle linebacker Andy Katzenmoyer, All-American cornerback Shawn Springs, Fac, Germaine, receivers, Boston and Dimitrious Stanley and back Pepé Pearson, but the guys in the striped shirts had an impact, too.

The official called 19 penalties, including two pass interferences on Ohio State's last drive that went a long way in determining the outcome of this fine contest. The first pass interference put the ball on Arizona State's 18, the second on the five.

But, we can also point to Ricky Boyer's second quarter touchdown catch - that appeared to hit the ground before he gain full possession - that tie the score at 7-7 for Arizona State.

North guard Julia Gray named the tournament MVP

North's Elena Fonte notches 11 points in North's title
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The official called 19 penalties, including two pass interferences on Ohio State's last drive that went a long way in determining the outcome of this fine contest. The first pass interference put the ball on Arizona State's 18, the second on the five.

But, we can also point to Ricky Boyer's second quarter touchdown catch - that appeared to hit the ground before he gain full possession - that tie the score at 7-7 for Arizona State.
Minister Predicts 1997 Will See Escalation in Social and Natural Disasters

Rev. Cassell, who has offered predictions since 1964, sees for the near future:

- President Bill Clinton may not complete his second term. He is surrounded by energy vibrations of confusion, destruction, assassination or imprisonment.
- African American teenagers and young women will be targeted for kidnapping, tortures and murder.
- A new hate group will impose more problems and violence on African Americans and Hispanics.
- Klans Klan membership will continue to increase, but an investigation will lead to the prosecution of those in the organization.
- African American businesses will be targeted by acts of violence, and church burnings will continue.
- Fritz, civil unrest and economic collapse will increase in the United States and England. U.S. cities most affected will be Atlanta, Birmingham, Ala., Chicago, New York, Philadelphia and Washington, D.C.
- Tornadoes will increase greatly in the United States affecting foreign and domestic travels.
- Two government buildings will be bombed in the United States.
- Revolts against Christianity and Catholicism will occur in Muslims countries, with many kidnappings and killings.
- Gay bashing and related murders and arson will increase.
- Hate at the Department of Corrections will stage a massive rise.
- New marijuana laws will greatly relax jail time for personal use of the drug. Marijuana will be legalized, but strictly controlled under laws similar to those governing alcohol.
- UFOs will invade the earth over a seven-day period. People will report sightings of the phenomenon throughout the world, including floating, computer viruses, and electrical and telephone system failures.
- A major conflict will arise between the United States and China.
- AIDS will be the number one cause of death worldwide.
- Presidents Bill Clinton may not complete his second term. He is surrounded by energy vibrations of confusion, destruction, assassination or imprisonment.

Earth Changes in Store for Humanity

- Earth changes will continue to increase, with more flooding, earthquakes, fires, tornadoes, high winds, hurricanes and ice storms.
- Experience of other planets and galaxies will occur in Alaska, California, Hawaii, Oregon and Washington. These earth changes, including volcanic eruptions and typhoons, will destroy Hawaii.
- People will report strange phenomena throughout the world, including floating, computer viruses, and electrical and telephone system failures.
- A major conflict will arise between the United States and China.
- AIDS will be the number one cause of death worldwide.
- Two government buildings will be bombed in the United States.
- Revolts against Christianity and Catholicism will occur in Muslim countries, with many kidnappings and killings.
- Gay bashing and related murders and arson will increase.
- Hate at the Department of Corrections will stage a massive rise.
- New marijuana laws will greatly relax jail time for personal use of the drug. Marijuana will be legalized, but strictly controlled under laws similar to those governing alcohol.
- UFOs will invade the earth over a seven-day period. People will report sightings of the phenomenon throughout the world, including floating, computer viruses, and electrical and telephone system failures.
- A major conflict will arise between the United States and China.
- AIDS will be the number one cause of death worldwide.
- Presidents Bill Clinton may not complete his second term. He is surrounded by energy vibrations of confusion, destruction, assassination or imprisonment.

Hills and Lows in the Entertainment World

- Michael Jackson's family will stay in the headlines for three years because of his scandals, lawsuits and kidnappings. Janet and Michael both have very dark clouds over them indicating that serious tragedies are coming into their lives.
- Mike Tyson will be devestated by losses of friends and support and a possible return to prison. A dark cloud and confusion surround him.
- Bill Cosby will seek an alternative healing method for serious health problem.
- Jessie Jackson's family is heading for good fortune, with many of his supporters to the point that many buildings will sit vacant and be put up for sale.

Earth Changes in Store for Humanity

- Earth changes will continue to increase, with more flooding, earthquakes, fires, tornadoes, high winds, hurricanes and ice storms.
- Experience of other planets and galaxies will occur in Alaska, California, Hawaii, Oregon and Washington. These earth changes, including volcanic eruptions and typhoons, will destroy Hawaii.
- People will report strange phenomena throughout the world, including floating, computer viruses, and electrical and telephone system failures.
- A major conflict will arise between the United States and China.
- AIDS will be the number one cause of death worldwide.
- Two government buildings will be bombed in the United States.
- Revolts against Christianity and Catholicism will occur in Muslim countries, with many kidnappings and killings.
- Gay bashing and related murders and arson will increase.
- Hate at the Department of Corrections will stage a massive rise.
- New marijuana laws will greatly relax jail time for personal use of the drug. Marijuana will be legalized, but strictly controlled under laws similar to those governing alcohol.
- UFOs will invade the earth over a seven-day period. People will report sightings of the phenomenon throughout the world, including floating, computer viruses, and electrical and telephone system failures.
- A major conflict will arise between the United States and China.
- AIDS will be the number one cause of death worldwide.
- Presidents Bill Clinton may not complete his second term. He is surrounded by energy vibrations of confusion, destruction, assassination or imprisonment.
Homicide Rate Dropped in 1996

The City of San Bernardino posted a record drop in homicides for the calendar year 1996. Forty-six people were killed in 1996 in contrast to 70 who died in 1995. This represents a drop overwhelmingly in the homicide rate.

"This is good news for the citizens of San Bernardino," commented Assistant Police Chief Wayne Harp. "While it wouldn't stop crime, strangely enough, it would turn to the Almighty, and say, "If you allow me to live for a few years in the second half of the 20th Century, I will not remain uninvolved". In order to make, because the world is most abetted in the nation. It's too late to trust in the confusion. Consider all around "that's a strange statement. But I know, somehow, that only when it is dark enough, can you see the stars. And God willing, in this period of the Twentieth Century in a way that man, in some strange way, existing—something is happening in our world. The mass of people are rising up. And whenever they are assembled, whether they are in Johannesburg, Los Angeles, or San Francisco, they are doing something. They are the City, Allen, Georgia, Jackson, Mississippi, or Minneapolis. Peace—or the city is always "we want the same thing.""

Volunteers Needed for First Sundays

First Sundays will be inaugurated on February 2, 1997 and continue through May 4, 1997. This series of programs for the family are free of charge and will take place between 1:00 and 4:00 p.m. at Riverside's four downtown museums: the Riverside Municipal Museum, the Riverside Art Museum, the Mission Inn Museum, and the UCR California Museum of Photography. Additionally, a family film matinee will be screened at the Fox Theater at noon each Sunday. Programs are designed to both enlighten and entertain. The variety of activities offered reflects the unique mission and resources of the five participating organizations.

In order to make the First Sundays series both entertaining and educational for all of the visitors, the Riverside Museum Association needs to have a lot of volunteers. In keeping with the theme of collaboration and cooperation, they are now forming a pool of volunteers that will help with

money for College plus a three-year ruin.

LEARN
First Aid & CPR
FOUR D - SUCCESS ACADEMY, INC.
offers
Weekly Wednesday classes call (909) 783-9331
192 S. Lytle Ave.
San Bernardino, CA 92406

U.S. Student Ambassador All-Star

Robert Lynn Stark
Le Ondra Lynn Clark, a Riverside resident and varsity cheerleader for Woodcrest Christian School has been selected as one of the five participating in the inaugural international event as a U.S.A. All-Star Cheerleader.

Teen Pregnancy Reduction Program

The Teen Pregnancy Reduction Program (TPRP) is a federally funded grant awarded to Children's Network of San Bernardino County by the Center for Disease Control in Atlanta, Georgia. TPRP intends that teen pregnancy is a multi-faceted issue. In order to identify those issues, TPRP must turn to the communities to provide information regarding teen pregnancy.

The Teen Pregnancy Reduction Program (TPRP) is a federally funded grant awarded to Children's Network of San Bernardino County by the Center for Disease Control in Atlanta, Georgia. TPRP intends that teen pregnancy is a multi-faceted issue. In order to identify those issues, TPRP must turn to the communities to provide information regarding

Money for College plus a three-year ruin.

THE U.S. COAST GUARD BE PART OF THE ACTION

The proposed Eagle Mountain landfill project will afford us an economic, blackbottom, $3.3 billion investment in our local economy— including $264 Million for community programs and the creation of more than 1,500 new, year-round jobs. An additional $6 million each year will be set aside for habitat protection and to preserve open space.

Eagle Mountain is remotely situated on the site of an obnoxious pit mine. Exhaustive studies have shown the project poses no threat to our environment.

In fact, that's because we've built in a number of safeguards, using the best technology to protect air and water, rail delivery in sealed and locked containers to reduce the use of polluting trucks; a 12-layer liner, seven feet thick, to protect the groundwater; a gas collection system to prevent the formation of methane gas; and so forth.

But don't take our word for it. See it for yourself— Eagle Mountain on TV. Watch—and get the facts.

With $264 Million We Could Build a Better Community

U.S. Student Ambassador All-Star

Robert Lynn Stark
Le Ondra Lynn Clark, a Riverside resident and varsity cheerleader for Woodcrest Christian School has been selected as one of the five participating in the inaugural international event as a U.S.A. All-Star Cheerleader.

Teen Pregnancy Reduction Program

The Teen Pregnancy Reduction Program (TPRP) is a federally funded grant awarded to Children's Network of San Bernardino County by the Center for Disease Control in Atlanta, Georgia. TPRP intends that teen pregnancy is a multi-faceted issue. In order to identify those issues, TPRP must turn to the communities to provide information regarding teen pregnancy.

The Teen Pregnancy Reduction Program (TPRP) is a federally funded grant awarded to Children's Network of San Bernardino County by the Center for Disease Control in Atlanta, Georgia. TPRP intends that teen pregnancy is a multi-faceted issue. In order to identify those issues, TPRP must turn to the communities to provide information regarding
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THE U.S. COAST GUARD BE PART OF THE ACTION
C L A S S I F I E D S

PART-TIME TEACHING OPPORTUNITIES
San Bernardino CC

100 N. University Street
San Bernardino, CA 92401

Classes:

Mathematics
History
American Language
Chemistry
Biology
Reading
Philosophy
Sociology
Psychology
Social Science
Pharmacy Technology

Part-time teachers needed in the above fields for the Fall 1997 semester. We are looking for teachers to provide student-centered instruction which will help prepare our students for the modern world. The college is committed to diversity and multiculturalism. Salary is negotiable based on experience. Applications are available in Human Resources. For more information, please contact Chris Ford at (909) 889-0506.

JOHN COATES

LEAGES

FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME STATEMENT

1322 S. Sierra Dr.
Riverside, CA 92505

This business is conducted by

Thomas Coates

The filing of this statement shall be prima facie evidence of the authority of the person(s) named above to conduct business under the fictitious name stated above or any other name listed above. A copy of this statement is on file in the County Clerk's office for the

County of Riverside.

William D. Logan

February 27, 1997

FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME STATEMENT

1312 E. Sierra Dr.
Riverside, CA 92505

This business is conducted by

Thomas Coates

The filing of this statement shall be prima facie evidence of the authority of the person(s) named above to conduct business under the fictitious name stated above or any other name listed above. A copy of this statement is on file in the County Clerk's office for the

County of Riverside.

William D. Logan

February 27, 1997

If you don't want to fight housing discrimination for yourself, do it for your kids.

Don't just find another apartment, call another mortgage lender, or talk with a different insurance agent. Ignoring housing discrimination won't make it go away. You need to report it. It's illegal to consider race, color, religion, national origin, sex, disability or family status in rental, sales, lending or homeowner's insurance decisions.